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The work provides principle of application of new tendencies in 

computer-aided engineering for thermal calculations. Examples of 

different types of Internet resources with a wide range of on-line, 

interactive tools and algorithms, ready-made templates and 

worksheets are presented in the paper. 
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Introduction 

Computer-aided engineering is widely applied to aid in thermal analysis tasks.There are 

established and successfully operated powerful programs for this. Most of these softwares are 

usually considered as “black box input-output” ones in the sense that there is no possibility to 

manipulate analytical expressions of the objective function or to observe the way in which those 

expressions are internally treated. Some of them can be applied to a very narrow area. In order 

to solve non-standard tasks users combine several types of programs. In some cases such 

integration cannot be used directly and needs preprocessing. Moreover, such type of software 

can be used and reached by limited number of investigators. In addition, these “program-

monsters” are very expensive and require complex and expensive servicing and that their study 

requires a lot of time and effort, which is never enough. 

Computer simulation of heat and mass transfer or energy conversion needs special software 

which enables to calculate thermophysical properties of working fluids. Such software should 

be installed on a computer and needs to be updated periodically. It is mainly due to the fact that 

new working fluids and formulations emerge. In addition, errors and inaccuracies in existing 

computer programs take place, their application domains are extended, and their performance is 

improved. Such programs are also continuously updated due to changes made in the hardware 

and operating system software. Users of computer programs on properties of working fluids 

frequently fail to notice these changes and work with outdated versions. Also, users face 

additional difficulties if they change their computer and/or operating system: old computer 

programs cannot be installed and started any longer. Besides most such programs have quite 

narrow possibilities of their further application in computer simulation. Moreover, it is not 

possible and/or unreasonable to save in one program or one computer data about all existing 

working substances. 

New paradigm within information technologies - cloud computing has become a great solution 

for providing a flexible, on-demand, and dynamically scalable computing infrastructure for 

many applications. Cloud computing presents a significant technology trend and many experts 

expect that it will substantially reshape information technology processes. Advantages of the 

cloud computing technology include cost savings, high availability, easy scalability, flexible 

accessibility, etc [1]. 

The work is devoted to development of new types of computation tools for thermal calculations 

based on open, interactive algorithms and „cloud“ technologies. 
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2. Methodology 

Maple, Mathematica, Matlab, MathCad, SMath, etc. are among the most widely used 

interactive, general purpose softwares for doing mathematics and engineering. They all have 

“higher level” programming capability, high-quality graphics, extensive libraries of 

mathematical functions, and have substantial capacity for numerical computation. Most of them 

also have major “symbolic” capability, e.g., the ability to perform analytically complex 

algebraic manipulations and calculus operations (including differentiation, integration, power 

series expansions, etc.). These packages are designed for those wishing to have control over the 

details of setting up and solving their problems. 

It is proposed to develop compuational tools on the basis of Mathcad and Maple and their 

interactive web-based publishers Mathcad Application/Calculation Server, PTC Mathcad 

Gateway and MapleNet. 

Mathcad and its newest version Mathcad Prime are among of the most suitable softwares for 

engineering purposes, because they have three advantages: universality, accessibility, and 

cheapness. This package was originally designed as a package of numerical mathematics, which 

later was extended with symbolic kernel of the Maple.  

Maple was developed in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. It has substantial symbolic capability and 

is available on a wide range of computing platforms. It is very useful in theoretical analysis. The 

latest version Maple 2016 provides data, computation and visualization tools for application 

with thermophysical properties of different working fluids which is especially valuable for a 

wide variaty of thermal calculations. 

Most today’s softwares’ devepopers propose web-based users’ communities where it is possible 

to discuss projects, create documentation, share applications, ready-made templates, connect 

with peers and help others get the most out of the products – all these encourage collaboration 

and facilitate participation and interaction. Such users’ communities exist within Mathcad and 

Maple softwares which was also used in the proposed tools. 

One of the e-publishing house – Knovel – provides an online library focused on engineering 

topics. Its products can be operated within Mathcad and SMath (which is conceptually similar to 

Mathcad and freely distribured) environments. Online-tools with so called Interactive Equations 

are included into Knovel’s web-site. Interactive Equations of Knovel allow not only looking 

over those that formulas but interactively work with them almost the same way as in Mathcad 

Calculation Server. Mathcad users can also apply for ready-made solution at Knovel web-site 

without leaving Mathcad before they solve a new task.These features are going to be applied 

within the work. 

A specific technology developed in [2] was used where a number of tools for the creation of the 

open and interactive algorithms were applied (Fig. 1). The algorithms 1 contain the following 

components: part 2 associated with the formulas for the calculation of parameters of a thermal 

unit (thermophysical properties, performance characteristics, etc.) and the corresponding 

Mathcad code 7; text part 3 that includes support information on formulas, notes to 

mathematical formulas and the description of the calculations, etc; part 4 related to computer 

and Internet technologies. The resource 1 provides a client with a number of options, including 

calculation of characteristics when manipulating data, reading of the text information and 

copying mathematical formulas or code in general. These options are executed on a remote 

server not on a personal computer of a user. The packages Mathcad Calculation Server 8 and 

Microsoft Expression Web 3 9 play an important role in the formation of the resource 1 (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. Sources of information and tools used to create an open interactive algorithm: the open 

interactive algorithm (1), Mathcad field of the algorithm (2), text (3), part associated with Computer 

Science and Internet technologies (4), the template (5), Mathcad-tools (6), Mathcad-program (7), 

Mathcad Calculation Server (8), package Microsoft Expression Web 3 (9), PC user (10), Internet (11), the 

remote server (12), the individual user program (13) [2] 

3. Results 

Figure 2 presents the Internet-resource 

http://twt.mpei.ac.ru/OCHKOV/VPU_Book_New/mas/eng/index.html which has been 

developed using technology Mathcad Application/Calculation Server (MA/CS) in National 

Research University Moscow Power Engineering Institute. A block of input data for on-line, 

interactive thermodynamic computing of Brayton cycle is illustrated in Figure 3. 

Interactive SMath-calculation of water pump power made within Knovel’s web-site where a 

hidden area with a function calculating water density depending on pressure and temperature is 

shown in Figure 4. 

Mathcad’s user discussion forum of the author’s book "Thermal Engineering studies with Excel, 

Mathcad and Internet" is presented in Figure 5. 

Screenshot of the web-page of the Maple application center offering free downloading a Maple 

document for thermal calculation of nuclear power plant cycle with pressurized water reactor is 

shown in Figure 6. 

http://twt.mpei.ac.ru/OCHKOV/VPU_Book_New/mas/eng/index.html
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Figure 2. One of the web-pages of Mathcad Calculation Server developed in National Research 

University Moscow Power Engineering Institute 

 

Figure 3. Input data block of the web-sheet prepared on technology of Mathcad 

Calculation Server for thermodynamic analysis of Bryaton cycle 
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Figure 4. Interactive calculation of pump power at Knovel’s web-site 

 

 

Figure 5. A forum of the book "Thermal Engineering studies with Excel, Mathcad and Internet" located at 

PTC Community 
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the web-page of the Maple application center where a Maple document for 

thermal calculation of nuclear power plant cycle with pressurized water reactor is proposed for reviewing 

downloading 

4. Discussions 

One of the web-page - web-version of reference book “Thermophysical properties of thermal 

power engineering working substances” which is demonstrated in Figure 2 deals with 

thermophysical properties of working fluids: reference to “cloud” functions, downloading and 

on-line interactive calculations. The data on properties of water and steam, the main working 

fluid in thermal engineering, are programmed according to the formulations of Association for 

the Properties of Water and Steam approved in 1997 and refined in 2007 [3]. The fuctions on 

properties of ideal gases and their mixtures are provided based on system of equations from [4]. 

In [5] a methodology was proposed for creation of forward and backward functions that return 

the values of the thermophysical properties of refrigerants on the basis of tabular values in 

different areas of the state: single-phase region, two phase region, the saturation line. The 

tabulated data were generated in the NIST program REFPROP (http://www.nist.gov). The 

reference book “Thermophysical properties of thermal power engineering working substances” 

is located in the list of interactive reference books (see Figure 2). 

In general the developed Internet-resource 

http://twt.mpei.ac.ru/OCHKOV/VPU_Book_New/mas/eng/index.html enables to solve a wide 

variety of thermal engineering tasks which is illustrated in [5] and other published works. 

Besides direct dealing with thermophysical properties of working fluids it is possible to do 

numerical interactive investigations of different thermal technologies. A user can manipulate 

input data, see not only final but also intermediate results within proposed methodology and 

have a possibility to download worksheets as ready-made templates for developing further 

investigations. Figure 3 demonstrates such options for case of interactive thermodynamic 

analysis of simple open Brayton cycle. Using an Internet browser an investigator, engineer etc. 

http://www.nist.gov/
http://twt.mpei.ac.ru/OCHKOV/VPU_Book_New/mas/eng/index.html
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fill in input data which are located in special “live” cells then press button “Recalculate” and 

receive both intermediate and final results of computing (numerical, analytical, graphical) 

similarly as in case of using Mathcad.  

The similar options are proposed through cloud-based platform Knovel. As it can be seen from 

Figure 4 that visitors of the Knovel’s webpage are not only able to see and analyze “static” 

formulas when calculating power input for water pump but also can carry out computing by 

these formulas and transfer these formulas to their worksheets. The calculation shown in Figure 

4 incorporates the function returning the density of water depending on its pressure and 

temperature. The website shown in Figure 4 contains a reference to the authoritative source 

published by ASHRAE (see www.ashrae.org), in which the “static” formula itself for 

calculating the pump power capacity is presented and described in detail. A reader of this 

handbook (a visitor of the Elsevier website) can directly carry out calculation by these formulas 

and transfer there formulas into his/her application calculations. It should be noted that Knovel 

being a part of Elsevier has turned attention to SMath package as a tool for supplementing the 

technical handbooks and scientific technical articles published on the Elsevier website for free 

or paid access with interactive calculations.  

As a result of development of on-line, interactive tools and algorithms for thermal calculations 

the author with his colleagues have published a book “Thermal Engineering Studies with Excel, 

Mathcad and Internet“ [5] The work provides the fundamentals of the application of 

mathematical methods, modern computational tools (Excel, Mathcad, SMath, etc.) and Internet 

to solve the a wide variety problems of heat and mass transfer, thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, 

energy conservation and energy efficiency. Technology for creating and “cloud” dealing with 

databases on various properties of working fluids, coolants and thermal materials is discussed 

within the book. All calculation methods are provided with links to online computational pages. 

The book is complemented with a forum on PTC community where it is possible to download 

Mathcad- files, comment and propose own solutions (see Figure 5). 

Maple is another software which also provides cloud computing services. Including data about 

thermophysical properties of working fluids in the latest version Maple 2016 enables to perform 

thermal calculations in Maple without referring to external programmes. A set of Maple 

documents for thermal calculations are prepared by the author and uploaded to the Maplesoft 

user community for reviewing, discussing and sharing. Figure 6 presents one of such document 

for analysis of nuclear power plant cycle with pressurized water reactor. In this document 

functions on thermodynamic properties of water and steam were fruitfully used. Next phase of 

implementation of these Maple-based computing is online web-based applications using the 

technology of MapleNet. 

Conclusion 

New tendencies in computer-aided engineering based on “cloud” technologies enable to develop 

web-based generation of computing tools in thermal engineering. 

The mathematical package Mathcad with Mathcad Calculation Server (Mathcad Net Publisher) 

allowed to develop a “cloud” server 

http://twt.mpei.ac.ru/ochkov/VPU_Book_New/mas/eng/index.html for engineers and scientists 

who perform computer simulations and modeling of thermal systems. The server considers 

online service that offers data processing over a web-interface using a software (in this case 

Mathcad) that runs remotely within the “cloud”. 

Knovel’s platform also provides web-based open interactive tools for thermal calculations. 

http://www.ashrae.org/
http://twt.mpei.ac.ru/ochkov/VPU_Book_New/mas/eng/index.html
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Another powerful mathematical tool for analyzing, exploring, visualizing, and solving thermal 

tasks is Maple software and its Internet publisher MapleNet. One on the outstanding feature of 

its latest version, Maple 2016, is including library for thermophysical properties of working 

fluids. 

Internet forum is another type of “cyberspace” for solving thermal engineering tasks where it is 

possible to discuss tasks, donwload, add new or adjust old worksheets of thermal calculations. 
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